Dynamic pricing research on perishable products under consumer strategy behaviour
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Abstract: It mainly focuses the consumer strategy behavior effect on retailers pricing mechanism. Under the condition of uncertainty demand and deterministic demand, consumers’ strategy behavior influence to price and profit. By introducing a discount factor, considering inventory timely complement and fixed inventory in two cases, obtains purchase decision and dynamic pricing strategies of consumers.
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1. Introduction

When the market information environment is sufficient, the consumers purchase goods will be very rational. They through the commercial history information, inventory and sales cycle of perishable products price changes have certain expectations, then consumers will be rational in that can get the big consumer surplus buying goods. Choice in the maximum consumer surplus let consumers wait for the actual phenomenon buy better explain; such enterprises can provide better reference in the process of practical strategies.

In theory, Elmaghraby (2003)[1] considers two kinds of conditions of complete and incomplete information. He establishes a model to study the consumers will buy multiple enterprises products, and the price strategy. With the rapid development of internet transactions, transaction prices, inventories and consumer psychological changes very fast. Zhou(2005)[2] under the condition of complete information, considers the consumer's strategic behavior, further expands the revenue management, and in the continuous time formulates the optimal purchasing strategy. Because the perishable goods value along with the sales cycle of growth, there will be a certain elapsed, Aviv (2008)[3] by considering the introduction of a decrements value function of consumer about time, discusses enterprises implement the pricing strategy with fixed inventory.

Peng Zhiqiang(2009b)[4] hypothesis that strategy and myopic consumers exist in the market at the same time, analyzes the dynamic pricing model with strategic consumers, and post compensation mechanism on the retail price and income. Research shows that strategic consumers delay purchase influences the retailer's pricing strategy and makes profit decreases. However, the price difference compensation mechanism can eliminate the delay purchase of strategic customers, and improve the retailer's earnings.

Cheng Yan (2011) [5] redefines the notion of perishable goods, the definition of perishable products are the products that produce long lead times, short sales cycle, unsold goods residual low. In order to reduce the inventory profit and loss of perishable goods, retail sales will dynamic lower commodity price with the end sales approaching. However, the strong price expectations often aggravates delayed purchase behavior of consumers, this delay buying behavior will increase the income of the perishable goods risk retailers. In the rapid development of Internet and e-commerce situation, Dou Jinhu (2011) [6] studies on dynamic pricing for perishable goods retail under network conditions, analyzes the strategy consumers will be based on utility function to choose goods, and retailers need to balance the consumers demand function and profit function themselves, finally arrive at an optimal equilibrium in order to get the maximum profit.

Based on the previous research, consumer behavior has become one of the most important factors that affect pricing mechanism. The focus of this paper is mainly study on influencing factors of consumer strategy behavior of
retailers pricing mechanism. Specifically, under uncertainty in demand and certainty demand situation, influence strategy behavior of consumers on the prices and profits; and by introducing a discount factor, considering the inventory quantity and consumer demand for different circumstances, purchase decision and dynamic pricing strategies of consumers.

2. Dynamic Pricing under Consumer Certain Demand Condition

According to rational economic principles and assumptions in economics, the market price of the product has a great influence on the consumers. For the general phenomenon and the economic principle of the market, the demand is a function of price, the lower the price demand is bigger, so that consumer demand functions is \( D(p) \), is a continuous real time function with the change of price \( p \) and monotonically decreasing. Assume the sale period into two stages, in the sales cycle, if the sales price of the products is \( p_1 \), in the period two, sales price is \( p_2 \). Because of the existence of value passing, so that \( p_1 \geq p_2 \). When the products are remaining, will cause a certain degree of inventory backlog, the backlog of cost is set to \( k \), and \( p_1 \geq p_2 \geq k \).

When consumers in the purchasing process, they price sensitivity are not same, part of consumers price sensitivity are low, do not care about product price, but care products utility; other part of consumers, compared to the final possession, pay more attention to the price of the product, so they will use the strategic behavior. Setting a low price sensitivity of consumers accounted for in the process of consumption ratio is \( r \), the sensitivity of high proportion of consumers are \( 1-r \). The consumers focus on price, under electronic commerce, through past purchasing experience of similar products and sales history, promotion information, can probably determine the commodity prices. Therefore, the consumer will wait a reasonable price to buy the product during sales process to obtain the maximum utility of consumption.

3. Dynamic Pricing Strategy with Timely Replenish Inventory

When the circumstances of product inventory replenish timely, consumers can not get product and the loss of utility is zero, so for the consumers, will only pay attention to one of the most suitable price to buy goods. Because retailers finally in the sale of the final stages of perishable products, the inventory is the loss to retailers, need to be deducted from the proceeds. For the inventory replenish timely retailers, the inventory quantity will be easier to control, does not appear a large number of inventory situation, so in this case, it supposes the retailers final inventory number influence to income is negligible.

In the first stage, price is \( p_1 \), consumer demand is \( D(p_1) \), non-strategic consumers ratio is \( rD(p_1) \), the proportion of strategy consumers is \( (1-r)D(p_1) \). Strategy consumers will not in the price of \( p_1 \) moment to buy, but will wait until the price to \( p_2 \). When the price of the product change to \( p_2 \), at this time to buy the product not only has the price of \( p_1 \) strategy consumers, there is a part of consumers are willing to pay the price of \( p_2 \), but not willing to pay the price of \( p_1 \). In the two sales stage, the final profit for retailers is,

\[
\pi_1 = rD(p_1) + p_2[(1-r)D(p_1) + D(p_2) - D(p_1)] - kD(p_1)
\]

\[= rD(p_1)(p_1 - p_2) + (p_2 - k)D(p_2) \tag{1}\]

Retailers set prices \( p_1 \) and price \( p_2 \) according to the profit formula, and finally to obtain the maximum profits. According to the profit formula, we can see the profits of retailers rise with the ratio of non-strategy consumer buying at the first stage price of \( p_1 \).

If the value of the products will decrease with the passage of time, at the same time consumer demand is also the exponential function of price, set the consumer price demand functions is \( D(p) = ae^{-bp} \), and \( a \) and \( b \) are constants. Substitute the price demand function into the profit function, can obtain,

\[
\pi_1 = rpa e^{-bp} + p_2[(1-r)ae^{-bp} + (ae^{-bp} - ae^{-bp})] - kae^{-bp}
\]

\[= rae^{-bp}(p_1 - p_2) + (p_2 - k)ae^{-bp} \tag{2}\]

According to the first order derivation function, can obtain the maximum profit of retailers in \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \).

\[
\frac{\partial \pi_1}{\partial p_1} = rae^{-bp}(1-bp_2 + bp_2) = 0 \tag{3}\]

\[
\frac{\partial \pi_1}{\partial p_2} = rae^{-bp}(1-bp_2 + bk - re^{-bp}p_2) = 0 \tag{4}\]

Get the optimal price:

\[
p_1^* = \frac{1}{b}(2 + bk - \frac{r}{e}) \tag{5}\]

\[
p_2^* = \frac{1}{b}(1 + bk - \frac{r}{e}) \tag{6}\]

The maximum profit is:

\[
\pi_* = \frac{a}{b} e^{\frac{-bk-1}{e}} \tag{7}\]

Assume \( a = 1 \), value passing factor \( b = 0.5 \), and because
\( p_i \geq p_j \geq k \), set \( k = 0.7 \), then the trend of non-strategy consumers percentage \( r \) shown in “Fig. 1”.

According the maximum profit expression and trend figure 1 can be seen, with the non-strategy consumer ratio of \( r \) increased, the profit will increase, the biggest profit will have a maximum at \( r = 1 \). In this process, the optimal combination of two stages pricing strategy is \((p_1^*, p_2^*)\), according to the expression, with the non-strategy consumer ratio of \( r \) increased, the optimal pricing combination gets smaller. When pricing combination reach minimum value at the same time, it gets the biggest profit value.

![Figure 1. The trend graph of \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) with \( r \) value](image)

### 4. Dynamic Pricing Strategy with Fixed Replenish Inventory

Compared with the inventory is abundant, fixed inventory led to supply limited. Consumers use strategies for product prices will appear the situation of buy nothing, thus loss product utility ultimately. Because of rational behavior of strategy consumers, existence probability product obtained at the same time. Therefore this paper will focus on the probability of purchase goods, do not consider the proportion of consumers. In the rational case, probability appears to make consumers choose their own strategy. At this time, in the face of the shortage risk, strategic consumers need to weigh two stages of purchase decision, in order to obtain the maximum utility in the purchase process.

Assume there are \( N \) consumers in the market, and the number is determined. Because of the commodity supply quantity limit, will lead to strategy consumer more and more, so we assume all consumers of this case are strategy consumers. Retention value of goods is \( \nu \), consumers and retailers have the same reservation price distribution function \( F(\nu) \) and the probability density function \( f(\nu) \), set the distribution function \( F(\nu) \) is uniform distribution function on \([0, W]\).

Hypothesis:
1. Retailers will still perform two stage pricing \((p_1, p_2)\);
2. If consumers choose to buy in the first stage, will certainly obtain the product;
3. The second stage of consumers to buy goods with probability \( g \), and value retention ratio is \( \delta \) due to postpone the purchase.

In the first stage for sale, consumers access the consumer surplus of \((v - p_1)\); in the second stage the probability of buying goods is \( g \) and consumer value dies, so second stage consumers acquire surplus of \( g(\delta v - p_2) \). We have previously assumed that consumers are rational person, so consumers can compare the two stages of consumer surplus to maximize consumer surplus.

#### 4.1. Consumer Strategy Behavior of Fixed Inventory Situation

Fixed inventory led consumers will be buying with probability in the second phase, which will affect the consumer surplus. First we consider a critical situation; consumers access the same consumer surplus in the two stages. There, \( v - p_1= g(\delta v - p_2) \), get consumer retention value: \( v = \frac{p_1 - g p_2}{1 - g \delta} \). Because of the price and value retention ratio are exogenous and can be perceived, the size of the \( g \) uncertainty affects the goods retention value considered by consumer. So we will see \( v \) as a function of \( g \) of \( v(g) \). According to the function, \( v(g) \) is a monotone increasing function. So it gets the boundary value of

\[
v_v(g) = \frac{p_1 - g p_2}{1 - g \delta}.
\]  

Consumers will make the decision based on the boundary condition:
- When \( v(g) > v_v(g) \), consumers will choose to purchase in the first stage;
- When \( v(g) < v_v(g) \), consumers will choose to purchase in the second stage;

According to the function nature and the decision can be concluded: if the product probabilities of \( g \) is higher for consumers in the second stage, the gain of consumer in the second stage is larger, then consumers can choose in stage two to buy; if the probability is very small, the consumer will choose to buy in stage one, to avoid the risk of out of stock in the second stage. In the face of this strategy behavior of consumers, retailers need to analyze according to the amount of inventory and potential consumers, so as to give proper pricing decisions to maximize returns.

#### 4.2. Retailers Pricing Decision under the Condition of Fixed Inventory

The consumer's strategic behavior will affect the whole stage retailer gains, supposing that the retailer in the sale process always seek maximize profits. Retailers find the balance between price and sales quantity in the other stages,
so as to obtain the largest profit. Assuming commodity will form certain cost that each item form cost expenditure of $k$, and there is $k < p_1 < p_2$.

Consumers in the purchase process make purchase judgment according to the number of retailers selling trend. If retailer's fixed inventory is $C$, at the same time as the consumer and retailer retained price distribution function is $F(v)$. When price is $p_1$, consumers purchase probability is $1-F(p_1)$, consumers buying number is $N(1-F(p_1))$; similarly, we can get when the consumers in price $p_2$, the number of consumers buy for $N(1-F(p_2))$. As a result of the purchase amount of the first stage and the second stage have a lot of relational, so inventory $C$ and comparison will be divided into three situations to discuss.

(1) When the number of the retailer's inventory for $C \leq N(1-F(p_1))$

According to the hypothesis, we can judge that the first stage consumers may be the situation of cannot purchase the goods. So in this case, the retailer can sold goods out in the first phase, without waiting for the second phase of the sale price is low. In this case, the goods inventory is very few, the consumer demand of the first phase may not be able to meet, so we will ignore the policy behavior of consumers, there are gains for retailers:

$$\pi_{21} = (p_1-k)C$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

(2) When the number of the retailer's inventory for $C \leq N(1-F(p_1))$ and $N(1-F(p_2))$.

According to the assumption, after meeting the first stage consumer also can satisfy part of the second stage consumer. That is in the second stage also maybe buy goods, so in this case, can not completely ignore the consumer's strategic behavior. In the second stage set the probability of consumer getting goods is $g$, discussed in the previous section, we can get the number of consumers to buy the product in the first stage and number is $N(1-F(v_0(g)))$ , amount to second stages is $C-N(1-F(v_0(g)))$ consumers number in the second stage is $N(F(v_0(g))-F(p_2))$. It can be obtained in practice, consumers can be met probability:

$$g_0 = \frac{C-N(1-F(v_0(g)))}{N(F(v_0(g))-F(p_2))}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Based on consumer rational expected behavior, retailers' product pricing can be learned in advance, at the same time, consumers buy goods with equal probability. So probability of consumers buying goods in second stage will equal to the actual product probability, which is $g = g_0$.

Take the formula (8) into formula (10), we get

$$g = \frac{(C-N)(1-g\delta)w+N(p_1-gp_1)}{N(p_1-gp_1)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)

The arrangement is a two order equation about the probability of $g$.

$$Y(g) = (1-\delta)Np_2g^2-[(C-N)w\delta+Np_1]g +[(C-N)g+Np_1] = 0.$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)

And,

$$Y(0) = C-N(1-\frac{p_1}{w}) = C-N(1-f(p_1)) \geq 0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

$$Y(1) = (1-\delta)(C-N(1-\frac{p_2}{w})) = C-N(1-F(p_2)) \leq 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

Where, $(1-\delta)Np_2 > 0$, so according to the properties of a two order equation can be learned, there is one and only one solution $g_0$ in $[0, 1]$ satisfies the condition. In the first stage, number of products sold is $N(1-F(v_0(g)))$; second stage, quantity of goods sold is $N(F(v_0(g))-F(p_2))$, we can get the retailers benefit formula:

$$\pi = p_1N(1-F(v_0(g)))+p_2N(F(v_0(g))-F(p_2))-kC.$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

Because of the $N, C, w, \delta$, are external variables, obtained these variables, through the numerical simulation to determine the consumers to obtain $g$ values, and then find a set of reasonable $(p_1, p_2)$, so as to get the maximum profit value.

If consumer demand in certain condition number for $N=100$, $k=0.05$, and $N(1-F(p_1)) \leq C \leq N(1-F(p_2))$, need according to the pricing combination of $(p_1, p_2)$, $W=1$, combination of price in $(0, 1)$, and $k < p_2 < p_1$. According to the characteristics of probability, the value of $g$ is in $[0, 1]$ range, in the numerical simulation, when $p_2 > 0.2$, will not get the required $g$ value, so we set critical point of $(p_1, p_2)$ is 0.2.

In the determined inventory of $C=80$, in the case of different combinations of pricing, get the $g$ value, as shown in “Tab. 1”.

According to table 1 data, we can judge the trend of the $g$ value, rise with the price of $(p_1, p_2)$. The higher prices of the first stage, consumers will be more waiting to buy, while the higher price of the second stage, the fewer consumers will wait to second stage to buy, consistent with the strategy consumer choice.

On the assumption case, we can also obtain profit value under different pricing combination, as shown in “Tab. 2”: 

---
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When the price $p_1$ is fixed, the profit $\pi$ will increase and then decrease with second stage price $p_2$, there will be an extreme point. At the same time when $p_2$ is fixed, the profit value also has the existence of first increase and then decrease. According to the data in the table, if the first stage pricing is relatively high, profits will rarely, this shows that when $p_1$ higher, will cause the strategy consumers more choice to wait, make consumers more choices purchase in the second phase, which in the table can be explained. If the first stage pricing too low, the first phase of consumers will increase, but the retailer would lose some profits. On the other hand, if the second stage is low, it would increase the consumer surplus of stage two, more consumers wait, and more customers originally should purchase in the stage one choose to wait to buy in stage two. According to the Fig. 1 and Tab. 2 display, the second phase price of $p_2=0.2$ is the most reasonable for retailers, for different $p_1$, all can obtain the maximum value.

According to the profit value under different price combination, we can get an interpolation map of $p_1, p_2, \pi$ shown in “Fig. 2” below.

In the above assumption, according to the simulation result, we can find the maximum profit value is 25.98, the corresponding price combination $(p_1, p_2)$ is $(0.44, 0.2)$, corresponding to the consumer can obtain product probability is 100% at the second stage.

When consumer strategy behavior is not considered in the retailer's case, it specifies a two phase of the price strategy $(p_3, p_4)$, the return formula for retailers is:

$$C \geq N(1 - F(p_3))$$

This means after retailers meeting consumer two stages, product inventory still exist surplus. The retailer has some surplus inventory after meeting the needs of consumers that forms certain cost. As each item cost expenditure is $k$, and there is $k < p_2 < p_1$.

Figure 2. Distribution of profit value under different price combination
\[
\pi = p_1 N(1-F(p_1)) + p_2 N(F(p_1) - F(p_2)) - kC \\
= \frac{N}{w} (wp_3 - p_3^2 + p_4) - \frac{N}{w} p_4^2 - kC 
\]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

According to the properties of the equation, respectively for the first order partial derivatives, so as to obtain the maximum benefit, retail negotiate a price: \( p_3 = 2/3 \), \( p_4 = 1/3 \). In the implementation of this pricing strategies, retailers ignore the strategic behavior of consumers, but strategy consumers still exist, the stage critical retention value for consumer is

\[
v(1) = \frac{p_3 - p_4}{\delta} = \frac{w}{3(1-\delta)}. \hspace{1cm} (17)
\]

The buying number of the first stage is

\[
N(1 - F(v(1))) = N \left(1 - \frac{1}{3(1-\delta)}\right). \hspace{1cm} (18)
\]

The purchase amount in second stage is

\[
N(F(v(1))) - F(p_4)) = N \frac{w}{3(1-\delta)}. \hspace{1cm} (19)
\]

When the consumers' value passed factor \( \delta \geq 2/3 \), in the first stage the number of consumers purchase is zero, and eventually benefit is \( \pi_1 = 2/9 wN - kC \); when the value passing factor \( 0 \leq \delta \leq 2/3 \), there all exist consumers in the first and second stages, the ultimate retailers profit is

\[
\pi_2 = 4 - 5\delta wN - kC. \hspace{1cm} (20)
\]

Retailers consider consumer strategy behavior in the sale process. The critical keep value of products for both two stages is \( v(g_0 = 1) = \frac{p_1 - p_2}{1-\delta} \). Consumers will buy the product in stage one when reservation price more than \( v(g_0 = 1) \), otherwise they will buy in stage two. The retailers' income function is

\[
\pi = p_1 N(1-F(v_1(1))) + p_2 N(F(v_1(1)) - F(p_2)) - kC, \hspace{1cm} (21)
\]

\[
\pi_{\text{max}} = p_1 N(1-F(v_1(1))) + p_2 N(F(v_1(1)) - F(p_2)) - kN(1-F(p_2)) \hspace{1cm} (22)
\]

Because \( v_1(1) = \frac{p_1 - p_2}{1-\delta} \), bring it into formula (22), than get the first order derivative. Let \( y = \pi_{\text{max}} \), when \( k = p_2 \), reach \( y_{\text{max}} \). We can \( p_n - p_n = 1/2 w(1-\delta) \) get for the first order derivative function. Then, \( y_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{4} wN(1-\delta) \). When \( k = 0 \), we can get the profit maximizing price: \( p_1 = (1-2/\delta)w, p_2 = 2/w \), put it into the profit equation can get the maximum profit is

\[
y_{\text{max}} = \pi_{\text{max}} = \frac{2-\delta}{4} wN. \hspace{1cm} (23)
\]

We can get there \( \pi_{\text{max}} \geq \pi_2 \geq \pi_1 \), the retailer will consider the strategy of consumer behavior, so that the final return is \( \pi_{\text{max}} \). This shows the retailer cannot ignore the strategic consumer behavior in the process of pricing. At the same time according to the income equation we can see, the discount factor of consumer value has great influence on income. The discount factor is high, consumers believe in second stage goods value will be lower, so consumers wait to buy will be more intense. This caused consumers in the first phase of the willing to pay the price is low, ultimately affect the retailer's revenue.

When \( k \) value is not high, and approaches zero, neglected in the case, the first stage revenue is \( \pi = p_1 N(1-F(v_1(1))) \), put the first phase optimal price into revenue can get

\[
\pi = p_1 N \frac{2-\delta}{4} wN. \hspace{1cm} (24)
\]

We can see that the retailer's income in the second stage is zero, while the sales number of the second stage is also zero. In the two stage pricing announced in retail, make its returns are present in the first stage, so higher prices keep buying in the first stage, reduce strategy consumer, decrease the purchase number of the second stage, lower consumer's price expectations, try to change two sales cycle into one sales cycle, reduce retailers' profit loss by consumer's strategic behavior. In the higher value of \( k \), at the same time is relatively large, retailers will need to weigh the pricing strategy, so that the revenue maximization.

In the fixed inventory circumstance, retailers' decisions would be made based on comparison of inventory and consumers demand. In the retailer's inventory level cannot meet consumer demand in stage one, retailers adopt appropriate pricing strategies to obtain more profits; on the retailer's inventory levels to meet part of consumers' demand in stage one and cannot meet all the consumers' demand, retailers need to seek a reasonable two stage pricing, to obtain the maximum profits; when the inventory quantity is large enough to meet all the demand of consumers, retailers should adopt appropriate pricing strategy, as much as possible to allow consumers to buy the product in the first stage.

5. Conclusion

Retailers face some strategy consumers; consumers will buy goods according to the maximum utility of two stage process. Because retailers face consumer uncertainty, at the same time, the retailer's inventory is starting from the view of revenue management, if consumers can buy in the second stage that the utility must higher than the first phase
purchase utility, but at the same time maybe consumer purchase nothing in the second stages, it will reduce the consumer utility of the second phase purchase. Retailers using two stage pricing model, consider the consumers two stages pricing strategy, change price to change the probability of consumer in the second stage purchase, thus to reduce the consumer's strategic behavior. In the course of this study, it divides into two condition of consumer demand determination. In determined demand case, the retailer is divided into inventory can be added timely manner and cannot timely supplied to discuss. So as to the consumer demand is uncertain, and respectively discusses the retailers' pricing strategy in these cases.
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